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Abst rac t .  BARTER is a scalable, highly-available and efficient electronic 
commerce system that facilitates digital content trade over an open net- 
work. BARTER is designed to operate over a large-scale, global and het- 
erogeneous communication network infrastructure. The BARTER proto- 
cols address two vital requirements from an electronic commerce system, 
neglected from existing systems: scalability and transactional efficiency. 
BARTER suggests three basic protocols, offering different levels of trust 
in the system. 
BARTER'S novelty is twofold: First, by distributing signature verification 
away from BARTER servers, the overhead of online transaction processing 
is reduced by orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, this does not sacrifice 
strong security requirements, namely the ability to aggregate transaction 
commitments and to resolve disputes. 
Second, BARTER integrates scalability considerations into several system 
components that are likely to suffer service degradation in a world-wide 
setting. These components are the authentication subsystem, the ac- 
count management subsystem, and the maintenance of global data (such 
as transaction identifier lists). In addressing these issues, BARTER takes 
into account the inherent asynchronous, unreliable, insecure and failure- 
prone environment assumptions. We contend that by employing service 
distribution, BARTER is expected to scale well, meeting the demands of 
a world-wide setting, over which it is intended to operate. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The amazing growth of the Internet has brought the realization that cyberspace 
is an outstanding platform to conduct business: high connectivity, global pres- 
ence, ever-growing population, and an element of trend constitute a perfect mix- 
ture, creating a demand for mechanisms that enable to buy and sell goods and 
services online. 

The development of scanning, OCR and information retrieval techniques, 
hand in hand with a highly-connective open network yielding large bandwidth, 
leads to a common belief in the flourishing future of an information goods market. 
This market is expected to overwhelm many traditional forms of commerce. 
When referring to the electronic market, most suggestions visualize an economy 

* A patent application on this work is being filed 
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of digital goods and services. Any party that  can benefit financially from offering 
electronic content is considered a potential vendor. 

An electronic transaction can be defined as an exchange of digital content be- 
tween two or more parties. Digital content, in this sense, is any valuable string of 
bits: articles, web pages, digital library queries, images, video programs, tokens, 
and contracts (including 'informal' commitments to deliver goods or services). 

Though trading in such an atmosphere suggests economical and intellectual 
prosperity, it requires commerce mechanisms that  would enable intellectual prop- 
erty owners to offer their digital content for sale. Such mechanisms must address 
some inherent characteristics of open-network commerce: a massive population 
of shoppers of vendors, in which long-term customer-merchant relationships are 
scarce, and a low level of trust between customers and merchants. These re- 
quire that  an electronic commerce (EC) system should satisfy a diverse list of 
requirements: it should be widely acceptable, allow alternate payment meth- 
ods, be easily deployable and integrable, and should comply with regional laws. 
Beyond these requirements, most suggestions focus on issues such as security, 
reliability, scalability and high availability, transactional efficiency, privacy, and 
auditability. 

The last few years have brought many proposals for electronic commerce 
systems and EC protocols that  address a wide variety of requirements and adjust 
to a varying set of assumptions. These systems fall into three general categories 

- secure credit card systems [6,22], token systems [15,23,2, 8], and notational 
(credit-debit) systems [i, 16, 26] (this categorization is borrowed from [11,12]). 

Our work focuses on the third category, notational (credit/debit) systems. 
Notational money exists as entries in the ledgers of some financial institution. 
Notational systems use aggregation to eliminate transactional-level dependency 
upon existing financial systems. The ledger holder and the transaction processing 
gateway are not necessarily the same physical entity. Merging these functional- 
ities, however, may increase transaction processing efficiency. This lends itself 
to the idea of a trusted broker that  acts as a mediator between customers and 
merchants, performing fair exchange of the traded items. 

In this work, we present BARTER: a Backbone ARchitecture for Trade of 
ElectRonic Content. BARTER's basic functionality is providing means of exchang- 
ing digital content over an open network. To the best of our knowledge, B A R T E R  

is the first EC system to address transactional efficiency and scalability issues, 
without sacrificing other important  requirements such as transactional relia- 
bility, fair exchange of traded items, and support for evidence collection and 
arbitration. We suggest three basic protocols, offering various levels of trust in 
BARTER.  We do not assume the occurrence of special purpose hardware, such 
as observers [14]. This kind of equipment requires the creation of a large infras- 
tructure (reader interface in every computer),  and is thus assumed to play an 
important  role in retail commerce, and not in open-network commerce. The next 
three paragraphs highlight BARTER's benefits over existing EC systems. 

C r o s s - v e r i f i c a t i o n  o f  s i g n a t u r e s .  Strong security properties of an EC sys- 
tem are usually achieved using cryptographic primitives such as digital signa- 
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tures. Parties commit to their actions by producing undeniable proofs attesting 
to their consent. Digital signature verification is an expensive operation in terms 
of computational  resources 1 . In BARTER, the parties involved in a transaction 
cross-verify their commitments.  Recently, "optimistic" exchange protocols have 
been suggested [4, 5], according to which a trusted party intervenes in the proto- 
col only when one of the parties misbehaves, or in case a failure hinders protocol 
completion. In BAaTER, payment clearing commitments are typically submit- 
ted online, however, signature verification by a BARTER server is redundant. In 
fact, by performing simple string comparison operations during transaction pro- 
cessing, few symmetric key operations, and several database queries/updates, 
BARTER may be utilized for agreement validation, while commitment authentic- 
ity is assured. Consequently, the load on BARTER, servers is significantly low, and 
can, in practice, yield a very high transaction rate. 

D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  a c c o u n t  m a i n t e n a n c e .  Some existing EC systems assume 
a central server or broker through which all transactions are processed and by 
which all accounts are maintained. In light of the expected swelling user base, 
such solution is likely to become a bottleneck and suffer a storage boom. In 
BARTER,, service distribution is implemented by a group of servers which balance 
the system load and storage requirements. 

D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  a u t h e n t i c a t i o n  s u b s y s t e m  a n d  g loba l  da t a .  Many 
electronic commerce systems base their protocols on various global clock syn- 
chronization assumptions. These assumptions are sometimes required for correct 
implementation of an authentication subsystem (see Section 2), or for detecting 
payment commitment replay (see Section 4). In practice, keeping a network of 
servers synchronized at a global scale is a difficult problem. BARTER, protocols 
do not assume global clock synchronization. Instead, efficient bookkeeping meth- 
ods are used to detect replay at tempts and to keep track of the authentication 
subsystem tokens. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of BAR`TER, 
specifies the environment and model assumptions, and sketches the authentica- 
tion subsystem. Section 3 surveys related work. Section 4 outlines the BARTER, 

protocols. A complete description and a thorough analysis can be found in [31]. 
Section 5 presents a brief analysis of BARTER,. Section 6 concludes and gives 
suggestions for future research. 

2 O v e r v i e w  o f  BARTER 

BARTER is designed to operate over a large-scale, global, and heterogeneous com- 
munication network infrastructure, such as the Internet. Users of BARTER are 
providers and consumers of electronic content - merchants and customers, re- 
spectively. Note that  the terms merchants and customers imply a special kind of 
exchange, in which electronic goods are traded for money. Nevertheless, simple 
modifications to the BARTER protocols allow for other types of exchange, such as 

1 Assuming a trapdoor-function implementation of digital signatures such as RSA [30] 
or DSA [25] 
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simultaneous exchange of messages or contract signing. In general, any type of 
exchange in which the traded items are valuable to both sides is feasible. Hence- 
forth, we will use the te rm users to denote merchants and customers. BARTER 
services are provided by a group of servers, which span over a large number  of 
geographically distant network locations. The servers and users communicate  by 
sending messages through the underlying network. 

An account is established and maintained for each B A R T E R  user. Accounts are 
parti t ioned into logical realms (which will most  probably correlate to geograph- 
ical realms). Transactions processed by BARTER essentially invoke exchange of 
digital content between users of the system, through the intervention of one or 
more BARTER servers. Where digital content is exchanged for payments,  BARTER 
maintains a monetary  balance for each user; the i tem price is then settled among 
the corresponding accounts involved in a transaction 2. 

Each realm is uniquely identified by a name, and is managed by a B A R T E R  

realm server. Realm servers are the network representatives of BARTER: they are 
responsible for maintaining realm accounts and processing transactions relating 
to their realm. Realm servers have well-known network addresses. The BARTER 
server infrastructure might be operated and maintained by a large financial 
institution. Transaction fees, either temporal  (e.g., a monthly  subscription) or 
by volume (e.g., fixed price or percentage per transaction), serve as an incentive 
for the institution to provide trading services. 

BARTER supports  three basic transaction protocols, each of which assumes a 
different level of trust  in BARTER, and possesses different properties: 

Light-Weight Exchange ( L W E ) :  The LWE protocol does not require the par- 
ties to generate nor verify commitments ,  and is therefore expected to be highly 
efficient in terms of transactional overhead. 

Remote Commitment Verification ( R C V ) :  The RCV protocol requires that  
users of BARTER generate and cross-verify signed commitments .  BARTER i s  not 
required to perform online verification, but  rather ensures the existence of an 
agreement between the parties, and stores the parties '  commitments .  

Asymmetric exchange - R C V  ( A S - R C V ) :  This protocol assumes the special 
case in which payment  is traded for digital content, and allows the parties to 
remove their trust  in B A R T E R  for storing and supplying commitments .  It  incurs 
an asymmetr ic  message flow between the parties, and requires them to retain 
the corresponding commitments  in long te rm storage. 

All BARTER protocols guarantee several impor tant  properties: 

Delivery atomicity: This property (sometimes referred to as fair exchange or 
goods atomicity) ensures that  in a transaction involving two items t l  and t2, 

2 Means of interoperability with the existing financial system must be defined, allowing 
users to transfer funds to and from accounts held by the system. 
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meant to be exchanged by parties Pl and P2, Pl is delivered item t2 if, and only 
if, P2 is delivered item t l .  This notion can be easily extended to a transaction 
involving n items and parties. 

Agreement validation: The parties involved in a transaction must agree over its 
details. 

Content arbitration: Content complaints occur when some of the parties in- 
volved in a transaction are dissatisfied with the nature and/or  quality of the 
items delivered to them. Such complaints can be resolved by filing a complaint, 
along with the proper evidence, to an appropriate (possibly human) arbitrator.  

The R C V  and A S - R C V  protocols satisfy, in addition to the above mentioned 
properties, two other properties: they eliminate the possibility of BARTER forging 
transactions, and they allow for the resolution of transaction denial complaints 
(see Section 5). The term denial complaints refers to a situation in which users 
claim they have not given their consent to a specific transaction, although they 
have learned from BARTER of the existence of it. Alternatively, users may ar- 
gue that  they have given their consent, but to a transaction whose details are 
different than the one that  was processed. 

2.1 Model  and Assumptions  

BARTER assumes network layer services are unreliable and insecure. Messages 
sent through the network may be lost, or worse - intercepted, analyzed, tam- 
pered with and easily reintroduced by eavesdroppers. Further, the network may 
partition, detaching different components, which would then be unable to com- 
municate due to this failure. 

The environment is assumed to be asynchronous: messages may be delayed 
in transit for an arbitrarily long time. The system servers and users have access 
to local clocks, however it is not assumed that  these clocks are synchronized. 

We further assume that  users of BARTER may deviate arbitrarily from their 
prescribed protocol, in at tempts to commit fraudulent actions, or actions that  
interfere with the system's normal functioning. Such behavior is commonly re- 
ferred to in the literature as byzantine failures [20]. 

Third parties may also interfere with the system protocols, either passively, 
by eavesdropping on the protocol communication, or actively, by timely intro- 
ducing old or fabricated messages into a session of a system protocol. Though 
denial of service attacks are not dealt with explicitly, note that  such attacks are 
likely to limit service availability only at a specific domain, and therefore have 
only a minor effect on the overall system availability. 

We assume BARTER servers are physically secure, and that  they do not de- 
viate from their prescribed protocols. Nevertheless, the possible outcomes of 
an invalidation of these assumption are not disastrous: users may retain non- 
repudiable evidence for actions they committed to, and therefore corrupted ac- 
tions of a system server or servers can be unwinded. 
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Despite this, BARTER. servers may fail benignly (stop-fail), even during the 
process of executing a single transaction. 

2 . 2  BARTER Authentication Subsystem- A Sca lab l e  A p p r o a c h  

BARTER adopts the realm approach to authentication, motivated by the well- 
known Kerberos system [19, 18]. Authentication realms in BARTER overlap ac- 
count realms. In the typical case, users may authenticate directly to their BARTER 

realm server (e.g., by using a certified public key at an initial authentication 
stage [34], and caching a short-term session key at the server). Cross-realm 
authentication is achieved by establishing a long-term shared symmetric key 
between each pair of BARTER servers. Note that  in general, cross-realm authen- 
tication can be problematic, since it may force competing entities to enter into 
unreasonable trust relationships, and incurs complex organizational and bilat- 
eral considerations. However, in a single organization offering a confined service, 
s u c h  as  BARTER, cross-realm certification is feasible. When transaction process- 
ing crosses different realms, BARTER. offers three approaches: 

Direct authentication to a remote realm, using a public key certified by 
BARTER.. This method requires some certificate revocation mechanism. Most 
likely, real)n Cl=tLs (certificate revocation lists) will be maintained by BARTER. 
realm servers. 

Indirect authentication to a remote realm, using realm tickets, similar in form 
and nature to Kerberos tickets. Such tickets can be obtained at a BARTER. realm 
server. In Kerberos, a lifetime field in the ticket prevents its replay after expi- 
ration. This method requires perfect clock synchronization [10], a dubious as- 
sumption in a wide-area setting. BARTER. implements a different approach, which 
requires some bookkeeping: issued tickets lists are maintained at every BARTER. 

server, and garbage collection is carried out in the background through a 'gossip' 
process. 

Local authentication, according to which the users involved in a transaction 
authenticate to their local realm server; BARTER servers settle the corresponding 
transaction through a process which will be described in the Section 4. We 
assume this will be the typical case. 

3 R e l a t e d  W o r k  

Secure credit card transaction systems constitute a major  class of suggested 
electronic payment protocols. The idea behind secure credit card systems is 
utilizing an existing world-wide infrastructure and customer base. Traditional 
credit card systems clear up disputes by contractual means, i.e., by offering an 
insurance policy that  compensates for losses resulting from fraud. In addition, 
bad-behaving customers and merchants are tracked and rated. The iKP protocol 
family [6] and its successors (e.g., SET [22]) at tempts to solve this problem by 
requiring merchants and customers to commit to their transaction by digitally 
signing each payment order and submitting the payment orders to a payment 
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gateway. This gateway, sometimes referred to as the acquirer gateway, serves as 
an interface between existing credit card clearing systems and electronic remote- 
payment protocols. Commitment signatures are processed by this gateway and 
therefore it constitutes a potential bottleneck; Moreover, each and every trans- 
action (assuming no merchant-specific aggregation) is processed both by the 
payment gateway and the existing inefficient, bottlenecked transaction clearing 
infrastructure. Consequently, secure credit card systems are an outstanding op- 
portunity for gradual deployment of network payment services; Yet, once a large 
enough customer base becomes part of a certified public key infrastructure, credit 
card numbers are rendered obsolete, and a network of payment gateways can be 
utilized for executing improved protocols, such as BARTER, satisfying superior 
properties. 

In a different vein, cryptographic techniques such as digital signatures and 
blind digital signatures [13] allow for perfect unforgeability and perfect untrace- 
ability of digitM tokens, and therefore form a theoretical foundation for intriguing 
research in decentralized, untraceable transactions. Yet, an inherent property of 
digital tokens is that  they are easily copied. Thus, electronic token instruments 
must apply copy detection or prevention mechanisms. Some alternatives are on- 
line token validation, which may cause a bottleneck, or use of special-purpose 
hardware for witnessing and authorizing token spending, which requires the in- 
stallation of special-purpose hardware. In a classic protocol [15], double spending 
is detected at the deposit phase. However, this comes at the expense of an im- 
practicM cut-and-choose protocol executed in the withdrawM phase. 

Perhaps the most serious technical drawback of untraceable electronic cur- 
rency protocols is their high vulnerability to network omission failures. This 
can be exploited for fraud, a problem identified and tackled at [33, 35, 11,32]: 
A dishonest party, be it the merchant receiving a token as payment or the cus- 
tomer withdrawing a token, can deny its receipt, exploit the token's anonymous 
properties and then spend it or redeem its value. 

In addition, the notion of untraceability is criticized for being socially and 
legally imperfect. Anonymous untraceable actions, especially when anonymity is 
unrevokeable, can be abused in crimes such as blackmail or money laundry [36]. 
In fact, in the United States, the Money Laundry Act (w USC 1829) requires 
that  EC systems report and record high-valued transactions [35]. 

Moreover, anonymous electronic tokens involve expensive cryptographic pro- 
tocols, and therefore might be inefficient in practice 3. Later research suggests an 
improvement in efficiency (e.g., [9]). 

Microtransaction systems (e.g., [21,29,27]) are inspired by a presumption, 
that  many types of information goods can be decomposed, without incurring 
extra cost, to extremely low-valued items. The inherent cost of these items is 
assumed to cover not only the value of the items themselves, but also the filtering 
and re-bundling performed on these items to meet specific demands. The idea 
here is reducing the use of computationally-intensive cryptographic primitives, 
thereby abandoning some per-transaction security objectives. Nevertheless, it is 

3 Tygar [35] estimates the cost of each transaction to be approximately one dollar. 
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Fig. 1. BARTER Protocol Message Flow: Messages 1 and 2 indicate submissions of CTCs 
to BARTER; Messages 3, 4 and 5 indicate internal transaction processing by BARTER; 
Messages 6 and 7 indicate the transaction result messages 

argued that  the cost of breaking the protocol is higher than the value of the 
transaction anyway. 

When the traded objects are of electronic nature, strict delivery assurance 
and dispute resolution techniques can be employed. A major step in this di- 
rection was taken in NetBill [16]. The NetBill system, which has inspired the 
development of BAKTER, assumes the existence of a global, trusted server which 
maintains accounts for customers and merchants. Each NetBill transaction is 
processed by the NetBill server. In [35], the NetBill protocol is shown to provide 
several plausible properties, such as goods atomicity (money is transfered if and 
only if goods are delivered) and certified delivery (each party can present non- 
repudiable proofs of what was delivered and what was sent). Achieving these 
properties requires the NetBill server to verify two digital signatures for each 
transaction. Hence, the NetBill server is apt to become a processing bottleneck, 
and transaction capacity is in practice severely limited. 

4 BARTER P r o t o c o l s  

The basic BARTER protocol message flow is shown in Figure 1. BARTER protocols 
consist of three phases: negotiation, commitment and processing. Recall that  we 
have suggested three optional versions of the protocols. These versions differ in 
the commitment and processing stage, as will be explained below. In this section, 
the protocols are briefly overviewed. A complete description and a thorough 
analysis can be found in [31]. 

We assume the transaction involves two parties, a customer and a merchant. 
As already mentioned, although our discussion includes ' traditional '  customer- 
merchant interaction terms, where a digital item is sold for an agreed-upon 
price, our protocols are oriented toward general digital i tem exchange, which 
could involve more than two parties. 

Henceforth, C and M will denote a customer's account or a merchant 's (ac- 
count) name, respectively. Sc and SM will denote B A R T E R  realm servers main- 
taining C's and M's  account, respectively. We assume the existence of a cryp- 
tographically strong hash algorithm (e.g., MD5 [28] or SHA [24]) and a safe 
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symmetric cypher (any algorithm could be used here, e.g., DES). A hash of an 
item will refer to a cryptographically strong hash function applied on the item. 
We further assume that  messages sent between entities in the system are en- 
crypted with the appropriate shared keys: Each pair of B A R T E R  realm servers 
uses inter-realm keys for this matter; Users employ a session key established with 
the appropriate BARTER server. 

4.1 Negotiation and Commitment 

The basic idea in BARTER is to perform the item exchange by the interven- 
tion of B A R T E R  realm servers. Initially, the parties negotiate a transaction by 
exchanging the relevant details: their account names, BAP~TEtt realm servers, a 
transaction identifier (see Section 4.2), possibly a price, and a human readable 
or a fixed format string describing the nature of the transaction, which is agreed 
upon in order to resolve potential content complaints. To Mlow both parties to 
work on common grounds, we introduce the notion of a CTC (Common Trans- 
action Context), which is a record containing M1 the details regarding a single 
transaction to be processed; Both parties include MI the relevant details in a 
CTC. 

Negotiation is not restricted to a specific protocol. Note that  B A R T E R  does not 
provide a secure communication channel between the negotiating parties. Should 
privacy be a major concern, a secure channel may be established between the 
parties using one of the well-known methods (e.g., using SSL [3]). BARTER also 
supports pseudonyms, the use of which makes personal information difficult to 
collect. 

During the negotiation phase, the parties send each other the items to be 
exchanged, encrypted with a randomly-chosen one-time symmetric key K,  and 
a hash of this key. The keys used for encryption are delivered only after the 
transaction has been settled. In addition, both parties include a hash of the key 
they received and a hash of the encrypted goods in the CTC, before it is sub- 
mit ted for processing. The advantage of this approach (for a similar approach, 
see [16]) is threefold: it avoids sending electronic items through BARTER, guar- 
antees delivery atomicity, and allows for content complaints to be resolved, as 
will be shown in Section 5. 

At this point, the parties enter the commitment phase, and perform the fol- 
lowing, depending on the type of protocol used: In the L W F  protocol, both 
parties send the CTCs to their reMm servers for processing. In the R C V  pro- 
tocol, the parties cross-verify commitments, by producing a digital signature of 
the CTC, and sending it to the other party for verification. Then, both par- 
ties include their signature and the other party's verified signature in the CTC, 
and send the CTC to BARTER for processing. The A S - R C V  protocol incurs an 
asymmetric message flow, as shown in figure 2. 
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M sends C his signature over the CTC. 
C verifies M's signature and stores it. C sends M his signature over the CTC, 
and sends BARTER his CTC (including C's signature and M's verified signature). 
M verifies C ~s CTC signature and stores it. M sends BARTER his CTC (including 
M's signature and C's verified signature); 

Fig. 2. Commitment in the A S - R C V  Protocol 

4.2 T r a n s a c t i o n  P r o c e s s i n g  

In the processing phase, BARTER processes the C T Cs  submit ted at the commit-  
ment  phase. In case the parties maintain their account in the same realm, their 
C T C s  will be received by a single BARTER server which will process the trans- 
action locally. If this is not the case, however, the corresponding BARTER servers 
must  coordinate the transaction. Bearing in mind our assumptions regarding 
the network, environment and failure model, care must  be taken not to leave the 
transaction in an inconsistent state. Below we sketch several issues involved in 
the transaction processing flow. 

Atomic processing of a transaction. Sc  and SM settle the transaction using clas- 
sic transaction processing techniques, namely, a protocol that  resembles the Two 
Phase Commit  (2PC) protocol [7]. Sc  forwards C 's  C T C  to SM, which main- 
tains two cached queues of pending transactions for merchants and customers. 
When a pair of C T Cs  relating to a specific transaction arrive at SM, a local deci- 
sion whether to execute or reject the transaction can be reached. Upon reaching 
a decision, SM records it in stable storage and ensures that  this decision makes 
its way through to Sc  by collecting an acknowledgment from the latter. In case 
the transaction involves crediting or deducting the relevant account balances, 
Sc  and SM update  their database accordingly. When evidence collection is re- 
quired, both  Sc  and SM record the relevant CTCs  and the decisions reached in 
long te rm storage. 

Execution/rejection decision. A transaction can be rejected by SM for two pos- 
sible reasons, the first of which could be lack of agreement between the parties 
involved in the transaction, and the second of which could be an a t t empt  to 
re-authorize a previously processed transaction. To ensure that  an agreement 
indeed holds between the parties, SM must  perform one of the following actions. 
In the L W E  protocol, SM must  verify that  both CT Cs  received are field-wise 
identical. In the two other protocol versions, R C V  and A S - R C V ,  SM must  
ensure that  the cross-verified signatures submit ted by both parties match  (SM 
does this simply by comparing the relevant strings). 

Replay detection. Ensuring that  transaction re-authorization does not occur (as 
a consequence of a commitment  replay a t tempt)  is achieved in BARTER using 
distributed bookkeeping and garbage-collection of globally-unique transaction 
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identifiers. Transaction identifiers are pairs (M, T),  where M is a merchant name 
and T belongs to a set of serial numbers for merchant M. Each BARTER. realm 
server maintains for each merchant M that  holds an account in the reahn, a list of 
M ' s  processed (executed or rejected) transactions. This list is garbage collected 
by using a 'low watermark '  method or by adding a coarse t ime dimension to the 
transaction identifier. Fresh transaction identifiers may be unjustly rejected in 
rare cases, but in no case is a stale transaction identifier accepted. 

Transaction results, receipts and status queries. The transaction result messages 
(Figure 1, messages 6 and 7), provide users with notifications regarding the state 
of a transaction submit ted by them for processing. In addition to these messages, 
a signed receipt generation process is carried in the background. This  process 
requires passing through the entries in BARTER.'s long te rm storage, generating 
a signature for each entry, storing it and sending it to the appropriate  users. 
These signatures can later be presented as transaction evidence to a third par ty  
or an arbitrator,  as will be explained in the next section. The B A R T E R  protocols 
also support  status queries, which enable the users to query their BARTER server 
for the status of a transaction submit ted for processing. Note tha t  since the 
processing of a transaction usually involves several sites, and failures might  occur, 
the status query protocol must  take into account the fact that  a transaction 
might  be still in process, or failed processing. 

5 BARTER Analysis 

The BARTER system may encounter a wide variety of user conflicts and com- 
plaints, to which it must  be able to respond. In case an arbitrat ion process 
is required, BARTER must  or supply the appropriate evidence. The protocols we 
suggested are robust enough to enable the resolution of most  kinds of complaints 
and disputes. 

Most complaints cannot be handled by means of an au tomated  process. We 
assume the existence of widely accepted, trustworthy arbitration authorities, the 
decisions of whom can be legally enforced. These authorities could possibly be 
some sort of commercial  network service. Complying to the terms of an arbitra- 
tion authori ty would benefit a merchant ' s  reputation. 

When a dispute occurs, parties will obtain evidence, and file their complaints 
to the appropriate  authority. The exact form of evidence, where they are obtained 
from, and their level of assurance is dependent upon the protocol used. Most 
disputes regarding a specific transaction will require both  parties '  CTCs.  The 
level of assurance of evidence can be the RARTER's signature over the CTCs,  or 
both parties '  signature over the CTCs.  Evidence can be stored by B A R T E R  and 
obtained there, or retained by the parties. 

To see how a content complaint  can be resolved, assume one of the parties 
is provided with an encryption key K which decrypts a previously exchanged 
item, and is not satisfied with the i tem's  nature or quality. This par ty  can file 
a complaint  to an arbitrat ion authority, containing the appropriate  evidence, 
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a description of the complaint and the appropriate encryption key. Complaints 
are examined by the arbitrator, who evaluates the item in question, and de- 
cides if it looks "reasonable". Of course, this arbitration process involves human 
consideration and judgment; in certain cases it can be automated (for example, 
determining if a digital i tem has a specific format).  A possible decision of an 
arbitrator could be an instruction to refund a customer's account. 

In the rest of this section, we briefly analyze some of the properties of the 
three suggested protocol versions. 

The Light Weight Exchange Protocol: The L W E  protocol does not require the 
parties to generate nor verify commitments. Due to this fact, denial complaints 
are unresolvable. The protocol is highly efficient, however, and may be used 
to support microtransactions. Content complaints are resolvable: BARTER can 
provide the users with a signed receipt regarding the transaction in question, 
which can be filed as evidence to an arbitration authority. 

L W E  satisfies delivery atomicity. Both parties include their one-time encryp- 
tion keys in the CTCs they submit to BARTER. These keys are verified to be the 
pre-image of their claimed hash, and forwarded to the relevant parties only if 
the transaction can be processed (i.e., an agreement over the details holds, and 
no replay a t tempt  is made). Moreover, these keys will eventually reach their des- 
tination, even in the presence of communication failures or network partitions, 
since they are recorded in long term storage as part of the CTC. 

Note that  the commitment point for both parties in this protocol is sending 
the encrypted C T C  to B A R T E R  for processing. 

The Remote Commitment Verification Protocol: According to the R C V  proto- 
col, parties must cross-verify CTC signatures. Since B A R T E R  does not perform 
signature verification, it would seem that  it can be driven to process a transac- 
tion although it does not have ample evidence for the parties' commitment  to 
proceed. Fortunately, this is not the case. By ensuring that  two pairs of identical 
signatures are submitted, B A R T E R  can always be assured of their authenticity. Of 
course, if both parties collude, this is not the case. It is quite doubtful, however, 
that  the parties would have an incentive to cooperate in deceiving B A R T E R .  

Consequently, denial complaints are resolvable, since B A R T E R  can provide 
both parties' commitments for each previously processed transaction. Transac- 
tions can not be forged by BARTER, since each and every transaction must be 
upheld by both parties' commitments. As in the L W E  protocol, content com- 
plaints are resolvable, only this time, the evidence submitted to an arbitration 
authority is the parties' commitments. Similarly, delivery atomicity is achieved. 

The commitment point in this protocol is sending the C TC  to BARTER. 
Note that  sending two different signatures to BARTER and to the other party 
may potentially cause an unresolvable dispute. Should this be the case, the 
commitment stored by BARTER i s  the one that  counts. 

The Asymmetric Remote Commitment Verification Protocol: Note that  the spe- 
cial case in which digital items are traded for payment,  gives the merchant a 
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certain advantage over the customer. The encryption key can be forwarded to 
the customer after the payment has been cleared, or even after the customer has 
given his consent to complete the transaction. This implies that  online interven- 
tion of a trusted party is not required in this case, and the parties may exchange, 
verify and store commitments through an asymmetric message flow, as demon- 
strated in Figure 2. This message flow ensures that  the merchant gets a hold of 
the customer commitment and verifies it, before forwarding the decryption key 
to the customer (otherwise the customer can deny consenting to the transaction, 
get his money back and nevertheless enjoy the item delivered). Furthermore, to 
circumvent a similar denial by the merchant, the customer does not send his 
commitment to the merchant unless he has already received, verified and stored 
the merchant 's commitment.  Denial and content complaints are resolvable in this 
protocol, however the parties themselves must provide the appropriate evidence. 

The commitment  point in this protocol is the point by which a party sends 
his signed CTC to the other party for verification (see the discussion above). 

6 C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  F u t u r e  D i r e c t i o n s  

We have presented BARTER, a credit-debit electronic commerce system intended 
to be deployed over open, large-scale, global and heterogeneous networks. 

We have shown how BARTER, deals with aspects of system behavior that  
are likely to suffer service degradation unless potential bottleneck points are 
distributed or replicated. These aspects are the system servers load, the authen- 
tiCation subsystem, the account management subsystem, and the maintenance 
of global data  (such as transaction identifier lists). In addressing these issues, 
BARTER takes into account the inherent asynchronous, unreliable, insecure and 
failure-prone environment assumptions. 

Note that  BARTER servers are still single points of failure. Further research 
could thus focus upon replicating realm servers, which would allow transparency 
of service without inviting new classes of attacks, or upon supporting some kind 
of realm overlapping. An example of a consistent object replication layer built 
over the Transis communication subsystem can be found in [17]. 

BARTER` supports simultaneous item delivery, however no timely delivery 
properties are yet assured. We are investigating ways to add temporal  constraints 
to item delivery, by ensuring a continuous interaction with a BARTER server. This 
notion can be used for quality-assured delivery of large, continuous objects such 
as video streams. 

BARTER`'s multi-party exchange service can be used as a basic building block 
for extended services, such as online auctions. Defining requirements for such 
extensions and their efficient protocol support remain a suggestion for future 
research. 
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